
                                                                                                         
 

 
 

 

 

…Once on this Island 
Our Musical Theatre club have been busy creating a performance of ‘Once on this 

Island’ with students from Years 7 to 11. The show is comprised of a one act sung 

through performance based on the book ‘My love my love’ by Rosa Guy. It tells the 

story of our heroine Ti Moune, an orphan peasant girl who falls in love with a man 

above her class. Dramatic themes of class distinction, racial prejudice, death, promises 

and children pursuing their dreams, combine to create this magical tale.  

…Fundraising for CMN and EB  
Today has been a non-uniform fundraising day for two 

charities supporting rare skin diseases, Caring Matters Now 

and DEBRA. Caring Matters Now helps to raise awareness 

and valuable research funds for Congenital Melanocytic 

Naevi (CMN) and DEBRA is a national charity that supports 

individuals and families affected by Epidermolysis Bullosa (EB).  With 

members of our school community and their families directly 

affected by these diseases, we are keen to put our support behind 

them and raise valuable funds which will go towards research and 

supporting those suffering from these diseases in the UK.  Activities 

included face painting, staff vs students dodgeball (featuring some 

dodgy tactics from members of staff), glitter tattoos and the all important cake 

sale!  Our very own ‘Cake Off’ winner, Hannah (9B), baked cupcakes to support 

the fundraising efforts.  Thank you to everyone for their support – so far £1040.28 has been raised. 

…Spanish Delights 
Towards the end of last half term, a group of 30 Year 8 and 9 students 

visited Murcia in Spain to brush up their language skills and experience 

Spanish culture which even included making ‘empanadas de atún’ in a 

cookery lesson.  During the visit students also had the opportunity to tour 

the Roman ruins, market and museum at Cartagena.  Miss Gilmour said 

“The students had a great time and were a credit to the school.  We look 

forward to enjoying their finely tuned Spanish skills in lessons!”  

…Multi-Genre Project 
The Multi Genre Literature project students have been very busy over half 

term.  Hannah Nicholls in Year 7 has worked exceptionally hard in creating 

a cake devoted to her study of Rebecca by Daphne Du Maurier.  Martha 

Cunningham in Year 7, also participating in the project has also shown real 

innovation in creating an authentic book of spells and potions following her 

reading of the  Harry Potter series.  Olwyn Benson has been experimenting 

with her culinary skills creating a steak and potato pie, a Danish apple 

pudding and a very realistic rations book.  All of this was linked to Olwyn’s learning 

on Private Peaceful and WW1. Well done to all the students who are continuing to 

push themselves in reading and learning. 
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…Y11 Practice Interviews  
On Tuesday our Year 11 students participated in practice interviews as part of their Careers education. 

More than 30 employers and higher education representatives donated their time to attend the event with 

many commenting on the polite, engaged and confident responses given by the students.  Students had all 

prepared in advance, including completing application forms to ensure they had a good grasp of the 

processes involved.  The opportunity to take part in professional interviews will be invaluable for students 

and the personalised feedback provided by the interviewers can definitely be utilised in the future.  Thank 

you to those professionals who came in to give our students such a worthwhile experience.  Well done to 

Year 11 who demonstrated once again that they are, in the words of one professional, “an exceptional 

group of pupils who will achieve whatever they set their minds to.”  

…Maths Pi Challenge and Costa Rewards 
On Monday 4 March the Maths team is launching the Year 7 and 8 Pi recital 

competition where students will be challenged to remember Pi to as many 

decimal places as possible!  The first round will take place in lessons on Monday 

11 March.  The highest scoring competitors will go 

through to the final which takes place at lunchtime on 

Wednesday 13 March (Year 7) and Thursday 14 March (Year 8).  The top three 

students in each year will receive a Pi lapel badge. Last year’s winner, with a school 

record, was Rosie (Year 7) who remembered Pi to an incredible 160 decimal places! 

Sticking with Maths news, a group of Year 7 students recently enjoyed a trip to 

Costa Coffee with Mrs Warwick as a reward for all of their hard work during their 

completion of the Accelerate Mathematics programme.  Mrs Warwick said “They have all shown a positive 

attitude, determination and resilience in working to achieve their potential.  We are very proud of them 

all.” 

…Liverpool and The Beatles   
The next community lecture in our partership series with University of Liverpool is 

called ‘Liverpool and the Beatles’ and takes place on Wednesday 6 March (7pm) 

in the Drama Studio. Tickets are free but you must reserve your seat(s) as we 

expect a capacity crowd for this talk delivered by Dr Michael L Jones from the 

Institute of Popular Music at the University. If you would like to reserve a seat, 

please contact the school office as soon as possible. 

  …Library Corner 
The Librarian’s pick for this fortnight is ‘Cowgirl’ by G R Gemin.  Growing up on an 

estate in South Wales, all Gemma sees is burglaries, muggings, sadness and boredom. 

With a dad in prison and a mum who has given up hope, she, like everyone around her, 

is holding on to memories of the times when happiness wasn't so hard to find.  When 

her search for the scene of a perfect childhood day takes her up into the surrounding 

hills, Gemma is forced into a meeting with the legendary Cowgirl.  A gently funny story 

of a community coming together, this is a tale of happy endings in unexpected places.  

This book has a very positive message on how we should not always judge others by first 

impressions and appreciate that friendship can be found in unlikely places.  

  

 
 

 

   
 

                   

 Liverpool and The Beatles Lecture – 6 Mar (7pm)  Y8 Options interviews – wc 11 and wc 18 Mar 

 Marbella Trip Parent Meeting – 6 Mar (6:30pm)  Y7-13 Dance Theatre Trip – 13 Mar 

 Y8MBYH Subject Consultation Eve – 7 Mar  Y11 GCSE Drama Performance Exams – 14/15 Mar 

 Y13 Geography Fieldwork – 8 Mar  Y12/13 A Level Music Trip to LHU – 15 Mar 
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